Renovation of community cinemas as an opportunity

Abstract:
The starting point of this essay is a multidisciplinary study conducted by the Department of Architecture and Urban Studies of the Politecnico di Milano regarding the opportunities for the revitalisation of the almost 800 Community Cinemas owned by the Italian Catholic Church. These cinemas represent the local communities and are an important part of the contemporary Italian urban environment. Research shows that cinemas are threatened by how people currently consume audio-visual content, that there is a need to rethink the projection theatres as social gathering spaces open to the twenty-first-century neighbourhood, thanks to some features innate in the Community Cinemas that can be enhanced. Four case studies have been identified that represent the most common (or widest variation of) size and general layout among the 800 existing situations. A general model has been developed through the radical re-shaping of the space in accordance with new urban and social functions and implementing new technologies. By designing these case-study project solutions, it was possible to define that a new model of multipurpose social centre merged with a more traditional projection room is not only possible, but thanks to state-of-the-art technologies could represent a perfect match and an opportunity to make significant changes throughout a community.
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1. Introduction
Over the past decade, we have witnessed a general transformation of how we normally consume audio-visual products such as movies, TV shows and other forms of multimedia content. This massive change, from physical to digital distribution and spread of a multitude of media platforms, also has consequences in the way we have been used to imagine the space for the real-life gathering in order to share time together, for example watching a movie in a theatre. The great change came with the spread of digital platforms like Netflix or Amazon Prime Video, among the most widespread, and followed almost immediately the conclusion of another challenge for movie theatres, with the completion of the shift from analog to digital technology projections, almost completed in 2015 (Brunella, 2016, p.2). A great potential for innovation came together with the digital projector technology that allowed cinema managers to have a wide range of different content types to be presented to the audience. Considerations about this potential and the new challenge of web-based platforms led ACEC (Associazione Cattolica Esercenti Cinema, Catholic Association of Cinema Operators in English) to ask to the Department of Architecture and Urban Studies of the Politecnico di Milano to develop a research project about transformation and upgrade possibilities for the screening rooms that are part of ACEC association.

2. Community Cinemas
ACEC is the association that groups together cinemas owned in Italy by the Catholic Church. This typology of cinemas is called Sala della Comunità, which can be translated as Community Cinema. There are around 800 cinemas of this kind in Italy (Cipriani, Parrini, 2008). They started to appear in the 1920s, usually built close to a church, in the area of the oratory, due to the prompt understanding that the rising film projections could be an instrument of socialisation, evangelisation and fund raising for the charity activities of the parishes. Since then, they have survived many changes that endangered not only their role in society, but the very existence of the Community Cinemas: the spread of the television, the rise of the multiplex integrated to the shopping mall model imported from the United States, and the already mentioned shift to – digital projection, all extremely expensive for many small-business theatres. The Community Cinemas established their presence in the urban fabric a long time ago, both from a physical (the presence of the cinema as a building) and a social point of view (the recognisability of the building as a gathering place). Their capacity to overcome hard times is based on their flexible and adaptive nature. In the first place, since the beginning, they have been hosting—mainly but not exclusively—movie projections; many of them also provide space for performances, live music and other performance arts; they host conference or various forms of meetings for the local community such as dancing, parties or school sessions. Moreover, even if they aim to have a self-sustainable annual budget, they are not merely a commercial business and volunteers from the parish members often manage them. It can be said that especially in the small centres and in the metropolitan suburbs, they provide the public function of the cul-
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ural centre (Burlot, Fanchi, 2017).³ These realities are, in a dramatic vision, hidden jewels that are almost perfect already and that just need to shine again.

From an architectural point of view, it is not possible to isolate a specific typology of Community Cinema. Their size ranges from a small room inside an oratory with 40 seats to big theatres up to 600 seats; they can be located in some re-used space integrated in the general complex of the parish, or they can be separate and independent facilities purposely built as a cinema. It is also impossible to find a typical architectonic style or common features in the details and decorations, considering that they were built in different decades, different localities and according to the free will of the client (usually the parish priest) due to the absence of general rules or guidelines. The only common ground of the Community Cinemas lays in the sole idea of their function.

3. Four case studies

According to this variety of spaces and under the guidance of ACEC, four case studies were identified that could represent the size and the general layout with possibly the most common scenario among the 800 existing situations. The four different case-study projects analysed, correspond to four different urban environments—from a (post) rural village to a big city—are the following: the creation from scratch of a small cinema within an under-used space of the oratory in Guidizzolo (Mantua) (Ill. 1); the revitalisation of a medium size existing cine-theatre, abandoned for 20 years, in a separate and independent building in Mariano Comense (Como) (Ill. 2); the extension of a small currently operating cinema connecting an under-used and articulated succession of spaces to the main room in Sampierdarena (Genoa) (Ill. 3); the remodelling of a large and renowned cine-theatre into a multiplex in Bologna (Ill. 4).

After a first round of site surveys at the chosen locations and other Community Cinemas in the surrounding areas, it was possible to make a first observation. Even if, as we said, these places demonstrate a strong level of resilience thanks to their capacity to face the community requests from the point of view of the functional programme, they generally have a quite rigid structure in terms of space distribution. The schematic organisation is very simple and linear; in most cases, there is a single entrance, a foyer with a corner for the bar and just one projection room, often with too many seats for the current standards (Balzarotti, Fabris, 2018, pp. 22–29).⁴ A comparison with commercial cinemas in the same area showed that this schematic distribution is anachronistic for many reasons, mainly because the trend for commercial businesses is to have a main projection room that can be very large (up to 400 seats) and then as many small projection rooms as possible. This tendency is also confirmed by the comparison of the annual revenue between different activities: the higher is the number of the rooms in a single cinema, the higher are the earnings per room.⁵

One specific example of this new typology of recent multiplex is the ‘Anteo Palazzo del Cinema’ in Milan, opened in 2017 following a long and complex re-
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Furbishment and extension of a historic multiplex in the city centre. The number of projection rooms went from four to eleven and the main idea behind the new business was to have a cultural centre based on screenings (not limited to movies) and facilitating different functions including a bookstore, a bar, a library dedicated to the cinema, a space for the schools, a small VIP room, a projection room with a restaurant and many other activities. The centre has multiple accesses and it is polycentric. This variety of spaces and contents provides the tools used to reinterpret the space of the cinema as a public space. According to Lionello Cerri, the director of the ‘Anteo’, ‘this aspect is important both from the social and the urban point of view, because cities and villages live thanks to a container that resumes the function of bringing people together that was proper not only of the cinemas, but also of the bars and the oratories’ (Cerri, 2019, p. 132-141).

4. Research by doing
Among these four case studies, the one that is most complete from an architectural and urban/social point of view is the refurbishment proposal for the ‘Club Amici del Cinema’ in Sampierdarena. Sampierdarena is a multi-cultural neighbourhood in Genoa. It is not a typical suburban, low-income area of a big city; it was one of the small centres that after years of aggregations shaped the current city of Genoa. The cinema is part of the wider ‘Don Bosco’ compound that includes a church (Ill. 5), the Oratory, sport fields, a school, a library, a gym and a swimming pool. It was opened in the 1980s, transforming the former theatre of the female oratory and it is attached to the back part of the San Giovanni Bosco and San Gaetano Church. It is also joined to a smaller chapel built at the end of the nineteenth century on the left side of the main church, which was used as a theatre (Ill. 6) until the beginning of the 2000s and which is characterised by a peculiar front, similar to a classic temple (Ill. 7), facing the churchyard. However, the two main rooms, which were once connected by a door, are now separated by a wall installed when the theatre ended its operation. This chain of events led to the current situation, where the lobby of the cinema is very far and barely visible from the main street. (Ill. 8)

The refurbishment proposal (Ill. 9) started form the idea to re-join the two rooms and restore the main entrance in the lobby of the theatre, to become more visible, permeable and welcoming. The new lobby would be big enough to host a café (Ill. 10), which would occupy most of the space, a ticket office and their technical spaces. The space functions as a corner to support the cinema activities, but also as an independent social space, open all day for people who need a space to gather, work or study. It would be also suitable for the ‘neighbourhood reception’ function. This semi-public, semi-open space would be a sort of living room for the area and it would work as a hinge to connect the life of the neighbourhood with the life of the cultural centre.
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The wall that separated the lobby and the stage of the theatre would then be removed and the subsequent space would become the entrance point to the new multi-purpose centre. The abandoned theatre would be deeply transformed, and it would enclose a smaller room with acoustic walls placed around the perimeter marked by the colonnade (Ill. 11), using the rest of the space for a wide and bright horizontal distribution on one side and creating dressing rooms and storages on the other. The new room would be a multifunctional space, with a specific focus on digital projections and performing arts. It would be modular and equipped with flexible elements, such as sliding walls and retractable bleachers, that would allow a vast array of configurations. There would be two main spaces: the first one a small area of approximately 60 m² that could be separated from the audience with movable acoustic panels. It could be used for meetings, exhibitions, or any other function for which a small venue is suitable. The side facing the lobby would be closed by a glass wall and a curtain with the specific purpose of allowing a view through the space from the café; if no events are taking place, there would be a direct visual connection between the different functions even if one user is just spending time drinking coffee in the lobby. The second space would be a cine-theatre with automated retractable bleachers. It can be a traditional...
projection room when the seats are completely open, while when the seats are retracted, it would become an empty space suitable for performing arts rehearsal, parties, exhibitions or other typologies of routines and didactic programmes. It is important to underline that the versatility of the space is directly linked with the life of the neighbourhood. The large space for rehearsal is a response to the needs of a specific space for dancing requested by the local Latin-American community. The possibility of hosting cinema classes would be useful to create synergies with the nearby schools. The meeting room would be an important service for the local associations that do not have a dedicated space at their disposal.

From the dense core of the multi-purpose a new corridor would lead to a stair used as a re-connection point with the existing cinema. The redesign would provide new technical spaces and a general renovation of the projection room with new materials, new lights and acoustic elements. It is also suggested to close the gallery, no longer accessible for safety reasons, and transform it in a modern and large projection booth, considering that the existing one is small, unsafe and hard to reach. The former foyer of the cinema, in the end, would become a new room designed to accommodate the office of the director, a function that could seem
too conventional, but having someone on site, in charge of the centre’s day-to-day management, would be the first step to give life to this architecture.

5. Defining a new model of Community Cinema
Considering the intrinsic values of the Community Cinema and the current scenario in the commercial cinemas, two possible keywords emerged to drive the process of the redesign of spaces managed by the ACEC: multi-purpose space and social aggregation. The basis of the new cinema space for urban regeneration is distinguished by a wide overview of services and activities that can respond to the social needs of spending quality time together, immersed in a welcoming environment equipped with specific technologies that can offer an experience different (and better) from home-cinema alternatives. These two goals have been fundamental throughout the history of the Community Cinemas. It is possible to say that in order to imagine the future of these spaces; it is necessary to re-think their deepest past. If even the commercial multiplex inside the suburban shopping malls are trying to transform themselves from non-places to places, adopting at least part of the same strategies implemented in the ‘Anteo Palazzo del Cinema’, the Community Cinemas have always been identified as ‘places’ related to a local community. Today they can use this strategic advantage to again mark their role in the urban and suburban scenario with a radical modification of their architectonic structure. A multidirectional, complex, polycentric space, provided with multiple points of accessibility and interconnected rooms, permeable in a physical and figurative way, transformable to accommodate different typologies of spectacles and events. They must be visible from the outside, give the idea of openness and create a dialogue between the interior and the neighbourhood. They should offer state-of-the-art technologies to facilitate integration with digital audio-visual media platforms.

In the end, the goal of renovating a Community Cinema should overcome the idea of just making a container dedicated to the consumption of products and goods. The architectural space, the way to live in this space with other members of the community and the services offered should create...
a homogenous image that can be intended as a value in itself.

In this idea, a Community Cinema should also expand its boundaries and be the spark for an urban regeneration processes that affects an entire neighbourhood or small town, promoting synergies between the existing institution and social actors. This can happen with the introduction of functions that are non-standard for a cinema and not that usual for a cultural centre. The proposal is to consider functions that can keep the space alive and active all day long, considering that the cinema alone has a very short time of usage per day and it is a service just for the people who go there purposely to watch a movie. The list of these activities is wide (Balzarotti, Fabris, 2018, pp. 34–41) and includes, as a reference, a long-permanence cafeteria, a small school that offer cinema-related classes and a ‘neighbourhood reception’. The last one is a space for the local community to receive all the services that were normally performed by the door attendant of a building. Receiving shipments (they are becoming more and more frequent thanks to online shopping) or managing apartment keys (related to the growth of short-stay rentals); it can also be a small marketplace or a bulletin board for the neighbourhood with a digital extension through social media or websites.
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